
 

 

 
The dictionary defines har-

mony as a consistent, orderly, or 
pleasing arrangement of parts – con-
gruence.  It relates it to music - the 
simultaneous combination of tones, 
especially when blended into chords 
pleasing to the ear, distinguishing 
chordal structure from melody and 
rhythm. Harmony in art and visual 
presents itself when all parts of the 
visual image and sounds relate to and 
complement each other ... when all 
the elements are working together, 
harmony results.  The consciousness 
of the artist or musician calls the ele-
ments into play so they can relate to 
themselves and one another.  This 
consciousness does not resist disso-
nance, disorder or the appearance of 
chaos.  Rather it invites it in so that 
by contrast, harmony can be more 
expansively experienced.  This con-
sciousness leans into apparent dis-
cord instead of pulling away, intui-
tively knowing that something even 
more beautiful will emerge because 
of the faith that divine principle – 
Divine Creativity – is presenting It-
self. 
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It’s probably a good idea to 

come to a common understanding of 
what harmony is before attempting 
to live in it .. as it!.  So what is 
“harmony”?  We encounter the term 
in almost every area of live.  Our 
human propensity to seek harmony 
is embedded in art, music, physiol-
ogy, psychology and spirituality.  
Intuitively we are drawn to harmony 
because Spirit IS ultimate harmony. 
We are being called home to har-
mony. A conundrum occurs only 
when we are looking outwardly for 
the means to achieve what is al-
ready within our nature.  Dishar-
mony is experienced when we go 
looking outside for what we sense is 
missing inside.  Sometimes the sim-
ple act of seeking something from 
the outside can cause us to feel that 
it is missing within us.  When we 
open to and reveal our true nature, 
our nature expresses more fully and 
we feel fulfilled.  So often we de-
fine some thing or experience by 
what it is not.  Harmony seems to 
be one of those aspects of life that 
are most noticed in their absence.  
So what is “harmony”?   
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Practitioners’ Corner                        … Carol Haave, RScP   

Gary Belair—517/214-2130 Libby Hecker—703/580-0761 * Ed Preston—703/273-4272 

LaMar Bennett—571/425-2525 Duke Height, Emeritus—703/998-3092 Gail Renwick—571-235-8689 

* Laurie Bolster—703/534-2748 + * Lyn Iannazzo—703/534-2748 + Nancy Stephens—571/970-5668 

Maxine Clair—202/364-6114 Irina Kurasiewicz—703/823-3826 Patricia Stocks—202/547-7104 

Suzanne Delahaie—301/498-2025 Rich Kurasiewicz—703/823-3826 Mary Tanzer—703/671-0765 

Peter Fitzner—703/532-0209 Tim Phares—301/498-2025 Leslie Waldrup—202/363-0067 

Carol Haave—703/628-6649 Aimee Phillips—302/245-3533 Caron Ward—571/331-9273 

Dorothy Hand—302/226-7776 Diane Preston, Emeritus—703/273-4272  Wyllene Watson-Wilfong—301/588-4418 

  * Hospital Chaplain  + Interfaith Minister 

   Living in harmony can mean many things on different levels.  It can mean living in harmony 

with Nature and our surroundings.  It can mean living in harmony with our family, friends and 

community without conflict.  It can mean hearing the beauty of a symphony and its musical har-

mony.  And then there are the more obtuse aspects of harmony, one of which evidenced re-

cently for me.  I am in the process of buying a house.  I’ve been looking at houses for a couple 

years now – probably 1000s online and a 100 in person, but never found one that “spoke” to me – 

until a week ago.  Of course, I said “this or something better God, easy and effortless.”   Living 

in harmony was being able to see the house when I wanted, despite what the realtor said were 

difficult sellers; them countering back less than I thought they would and being accommodating; 

having the loan go through easily and effortlessly; the house inspector said he had never seen a 

house this perfect (1840s).  How do I know that it’s mine?  Because I loved it from the 1st minute 

I saw it and the process has been wildly easy and effortless.  I am congruent and in harmony 

with the vibration of that house, and it with me.  We can feel those harmonies in any aspect of 

our lives, if we are quiet and listen to the still, small voice within and then follow it.  Relax!  Al-

low yourself to experience the harmonies in your life, name them and be grateful for their gifts.  

Life goes better with harmony.       

 What is a Practitioner? 

Practitioners are individuals who endeavors to heal themselves and others through the recognition of the 

creative power of Mind and the ever availability of Good. They have been trained in the art, skill and sci-

ence of Affirmative Prayer and seek to demonstrate the power of spiritual realization in everyday affairs.  

Believing in Divine guidance, they see through whatever condition someone is facing to the spiritual truth 

of being, to bring about a change in the circumstance. Practitioners are bound by a high code of ethics 

and licensed to practice professionally. 

THE CELEBRATION SPOTLIGHT 



 

 

Curious about Membership? 

  Have you ever wondered what the benefits 

are of becoming a member of Celebration Cen-

ter?  Are curious about what membership entails 

and what the responsibilities are?   Would you 

like to know more about how Celebration Cen-

ter operates?  Do you have other questions?  Are 

you already a member and want to learn more? 

  This is an “information gathering session” 

that can prepare you for membership if that is 

what you desire.  Everyone is welcome at this 

gathering.  Come get some answers to your 

questions 
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June Theme: “Living in Harmony” 
 

    As we approach this inquiry into the theme of Living in Harmony in your life, you may dis-

cover that everything will become a teacher for you. You will begin to discover examples of har-

mony, choice points and opportunities to engage in the practice of balance and harmony utilizing 

the rhythms of your breath and pulse, in the rising and the setting of the sun, in the cycles of 

change that weave birth and death, winter and summer, activity and rest, work and play, alone 

time and time with others into the wholeness of your life.  Viewed in this way your whole life be-

comes a wonderland in which the on-going inquiry into the nature of harmony unfolds.  We will 

have ample opportunities to practice living consciously. 

Date Speaker Title Music 

June 1 Rev Trish Turn Within—Tune In Matt Venuti 

And the “Hang” 

June 8  Ease and Grace Amy Conley 

June 15 Rev Trish Don’t Hurry, Be Happy Amy Conley 

June 22 Rev Trish “3 C’s” 

Consciously Converting Chaos 

Celebration Choir 

June 29 Rev Trish Harmonizing with the One Amy Conley 

 

 

“Membership 101” 

 

June 1st IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING  

 

Celebration Service 

 

 

UPDATE 



 

 

 

Harmony is the full expression of G-d as the natural balance 

of all things created, and yet to be created. It is the ebb and 

flow of life, when all the equal and seemingly opposing forces 

achieve that perfect equilibrium.  Harmony isn’t a static 

state, but rather an easy flow that comes when we are 

aligned with the Oneness of all that is, achieved through 

awareness, prayer, and meditation.  Through our spiritual 

practices we release the cause behind any dissonance, mov-

ing into the dynamic flow of life, experiencing harmony with 

the spiritual, emotional, and physical aspects of life.  

Each of the members of the Council, as well as each of our 

loving supporters and members, has an opportunity to bring 

their talents and gifts to creating the natural balance of our 

Center.   This balance extends beyond sharing our spiritual 

practice together each Sunday.  In my view as your Treasurer, 

I am particularly aware of maintaining the equilibrium of ex-

penses and income so that you, our members, are uplifted 

and supported in your spiritual journey.  Harmony is fully ex-

pressed in the orchestration of the many moving parts of the 

Center – beyond financial management - including member 

outreach, visibility, event planning, choir practice, and so 

many more activities – all perfectly synchronized to create 

this spiritual home.  Each of us has an opportunity 

to contribute. Won't you 'harmonize' with us?  What part do 

you want to play?  
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Rev  Trish Hall 

Spiritual Leader 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vice President 

Inge Schweiger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

President 

Janine  Bilyeu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Treasurer 

Caron Ward 

Have you ever said to yourself, “If I had known then, what I know now …”? 

Imagine growing up within our teaching!  The confidence, the creativity, the Love ... 

We need your help to re-ignite our Family Ministries Programs! 

We have resources and will gladly provide training. 

We need you … your presence … your willingness … your playfulness 

Contact Rev Trish at 703-677-7102 or revtrish@cox.net 

Council Corner                             ... Caron Ward, RScP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frank Mitko 

Want to 

learn more 

about becom-

ing a member 

of Celebra-

tion Center? 

Go to 
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First Sunday Feasts continue June 1st 

  

May’s “First Sunday Feast” 

“Summer Sensations” 

Invite Your Creativity to Show Off!! 

(Hot or Cold) 

 or 

Sign up for side Dishes such as: 

Veggies—Breads—Salads 

Desserts 

                        PAGE 5 
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June is Gay Pride Month 
 Gay pride (LGBT pride) is a positive stance against discrimination and violence toward lesbian, gay, bisex-

ual, and transgender people.  “Pride” promotes self-affirmation, dignity, equal rights and increased visibil-

ity as a social group.  It recognizes the wonderful uniqueness of individuals of all orientations. Pride, as 

opposed to shame and social stigma, bolsters most LGBT rights movements throughout the world. 

 The month of June was chosen for LGBT Pride Month to commemorate the Stonewall riots, which oc-

curred at the end of June 1969. As a result, many pride events are held during this month to acknowledge 

the positive impact LGBT people have had in the world. Celebration Center is a proud member of People of 

Faith for Equality in Virginia.  Rev Trish will be one of the presenters at both the Interfaith Pride Worship 

Service in Washington DC and Northern Virginia.   

Now is the perfect time and these two events are perfect opportunities for us to live our 

vision … our vision that we ... 

Celebrate Diversity, Embrace Oneness, Reveal Magnificence! 

 

Capital Pride  
Interfaith Service 

 

  The 31st annual Capital Pride Interfaith 
Service is a project of Center Faith, a pro-
gram of the DC Center for the LGBT Com-
munity. 
  Our featured speaker: Rev. Frank 
Schaefer, who was defrocked in 2013 for 
officiating at his son’s gay wedding. 
  Our 2014 theme: “Building Interfaith 
Allies: Locally, Nationally, Globally.” Our 
concerns encompass prisoners, marriage 
equality, immigration, and human rights, 
all from diverse faith 
perspectives. 

 

Monday, June 2, 2014 

7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 

Luther Place Memorial Church 

1226 Vermont Ave. NW, Washington 

 

Interfaith Pride  

Worship Service 
People of Faith for Equality in Virginia  

(Northern Virginia Network) welcomes all 

LGBTQ people and straight-supporters in a 

service of celebration inclusive of all faith 

traditions and expressions. 

The service of praise and prayer will 

gather  

under the theme: 

“Build Our Future Bright: 

A Global LGBTQ Jubilee—From  

Marshall-Newman to  

Bostic v. Schaefer.” 
 

Thursday, June 5, 2014—7:00 p.m.  

Little River United Church of Christ 

8410 Little River Turnpike 

Annandale, VA 22003 
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Summer Classes start in June 

  

  The urge to help or fix a problem can be so strong that sometimes we rush over the step of 

just being present to what is. Marshall Rosenberg's Non-Violent (aka Compassionate) Commu-

nication teaches us to pause and be present. 

  A group facilitated by Teri Murphy and Rev. Faith Woods got a taste of this practice last 

month. Now the group is beginning a six week cycle to expand the learning. They are using a 

format developed by Rev. Katherine Revoir at the Center for Richer Living in Mill Valley, Cali-

fornia. This format minimizes the lesson portion so most of the time goes to practice. And the 

main practice is simply listening and reporting  back the observations, needs, feelings, and 

requests that we hear. Listening in this way builds our ability to discern our own observations, 

needs, feelings, and requests when we are stressed. 

  If you are interested in being part of this powerful experience, please contact Teri Murphy 

at 703 524-4438.  Gifts of gratitude are welcomed.  

  Join us Sundays at 1:30—June 8, 15, 22 (but not 29) and July 13, 20, 27 (but not 6)   

  

 Compassionate Listening—to Others and Ourselves 

Decisions … all the time decisions!  Which class is calling you? 

ALL SUMMER CLASSES WILL BE SCHEDULED IN RESPONSE TO PRE-REGISTRATION! 

If you are interested in a class, please notify the facilitator “asap”! 

 

Possibilities include: 

Essential Ernest  This class is a loving tribute to Dr. Ernest Holmes and all of 

the wisdom he brought to our world. The course is based upon What We Believe 

and each week the student has the opportunity to examine these ideas and un-

cover ways to make the power of this teaching come alive in his/her life. Each 

week has a meditation on light that takes the student progressively deeper and 

deeper into the light to find inner truth. Pre-requisite: A foundational class 

Thursday evenings with Rev Trish Hall 

 

E Squared   Join a group of like-minded people for fun, fellowship and discussion on 

applying the E-Squared principles and experiments, enhanced with the power of 

group process.  Learn and share easy and effective New Thought prosperity tools and 

techniques to allow more clarity and abundance (health, wealth, relationships, etc.) 

in your life.  Tuesday evenings with Libby Hecker, RScP 

 

 

 



 

 

 Living in Harmony             … Rich Kurasiewicz, RScP 
   

  What does that mean to you? Are you in harmony, especially after being cut off by a driver on 

the Beltway? Are you in harmony at home, work or in quiet time? It might help to understand just 

by knowing how Ernest Holmes defined it: “Concord or agreement in facts, opinions, manners, in-

terests, etc.  The secret of all progress is getting into right relationship with the Universal … in 

tune with the Infinite.”  In tune with Infinite Order is harmony.  Contacting Infinite Intelligence, 

recognizing the Father within, accepting the underlying laws of Creation and moving in Its mighty 

rhythm, is harmony.  Such harmony adjusts our affairs and enriches our lives.  (Science of Mind, p. 

597.3) 

  In other words, living in harmony is an inside job.  We create our experiences and our reality 

and choose not to be reactive to external form or effect.  We get to choose. How do we do that? 

We do this through spiritual practices (meditation, affirmative prayer, affirmations, visioning, 

etc.) and through faith that the Truth will set us free. What is the Truth? God is all there is—the 

entire Universe is made up of God Stuff or Spiritual Substance and you are, too! We all are Divine 

and God Substance! 

  Now, when we take the time to go within or just commune with Nature, we begin to realize 

that everything is already perfect, whole and complete and working in perfect divine order and 

harmony—otherwise there would be incredible chaos.  When we choose to connect within, in the 

secret place of the Most High, we can sense this harmony and the peace that passeth all under-

standing.  We come to realize that there is only One Life and that Life is God’s Life—God is the 

Creator and the Creation and we are all created in the spiritual image and likeness of God.  Each 

and everyone is a unique, individualized expression of the Divine and the activity of God as Love 

in the world.   

  We can practice the presence of God to know that we are One with the Universe and a co-

Creator.  The gift—life and more life—has already been made because it is God’s good pleasure to 

give us the Kingdom and all we need to do is accept it through Faith! Once each and everyone is 

free of the illusion of carnal mind (or race consciousness) and in union with Spirit, knowing that 

underneath are the everlasting arms, we can go forth in confidence and assurance, faith, trust 

and belief in the Truth.  First of all, we are at Peace and in harmony within and without—it is all 

God or Spirit. Second, as we change from within, the world around us changes as it responds to 

the change.  Because we are all One and interconnected and interdependent in the One Mind of 

the Living Spirit Almighty, we have an impact on others—they experience more peace and har-

mony! 

  That is the good news and it does not mean that our work is done! As a Spiritual being having a 

human experience in a spiritual Universe, each and everyone is subject to the world of effect, 

carnal mind or race consciousness, fear, lack and limitation.  What can we do about that? Practice 

and I say again, practice.  The more we practice the Presence, spiritual practices, faith, forgive-

ness (self and others), the easier it becomes to re-connect and realize the Truth that sets us free.  

We start each day anew and can begin it with the intention to live a life of harmony--living in the 

flow.  The choice is ours and it is most worthwhile to say “yes” to Life—change your thinking, 

change your life!  And so it is! 
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Clean out your closets, garage and storage unit 

“Treasures” that have lived in the dark for a year have earned  

their  opportunity to join someone else’s household.  

Bring items starting June 14th  

Yard Sale—June 21st  

8:00 AM to 3:30 pm 

Come help sort on Friday the 20th and/or sell on Saturday! 

Questions:  Call Inge 703-528-0953 

 

PRAC-CAPADES 2014 
You are cordially invited to ... 

Come Luxuriate in the spa-like 

Presence of Spirit 

Immerse in silent mediation 

Bathe in the Gentleness of   

God’s Loving Presence 
Facilitated by Tammi McKinley and Frank Mastoris 

  Next Monthly Yard Sales ...                      June 21st    

 Practitioners-in-Training Present …   June 29 1:30 
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“Join Me in the Silence”  is 

Maxine Clair’s Invitation Every Wednesday  
Come discover or re-awaken to the loving support that group meditation can 

give to your personal practice. No matter what religious or spiritual leanings you subscribe to, the 

simplicity of sitting in stillness expands the gifts of presence, awareness and attention you allow 

yourself to experience.      

When:   Wednesdays,  7:00 – 7:30 pm  and 7:45 – 8:15 pm 
  Doors open at 6:45.    
Where:   The Loft.   For your quiet arrival, you will enter the library area and then proceed to  
 the central Silence Zone 
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Special Meditation with Tibetan Bowls 

First Sundays – 6:30 PM  
(Please arrive early to prepare to start promptly) 

 
 Immerse yourself in healing sound of the Tibetan bowls. Through a range of tones and overtones 
you will experience physical and spiritual release. Attendees are encouraged to lie on a yoga mat 
and feel the vibrations carry along the floor and enter into their bodies.  These vibrations help 
you meditate and provide healing energy at a cellular level.  While sitting or lying on the 
floor you may experience physical, emotional and/or spiritual healing. 
1) You may wish to bring a yoga mat and small blanket so you may sit or lie down in comfort. 

2)  For those who arrive late, you are welcome to join us … as quietly as possible.    

Embodied Meditation & Healing Circle 
”We Are The Temple”                                                  

   Albert Einstein reminds us that "Matter is Energy. Energy is Light. We are all Light Beings." 
Embodied Meditation is a collection of globally inspired spiritual practices that open us to the 
Light that we are, what Isadora Duncan calls “the luminous manifestation of the soul.” Together 
we become companions on the same journey, with the freedom to experience and express our 
natural divinity. Monthly Embodied Meditation & Healing Circles provide opportunities to deepen, 
to commune with Guidance, and to build joyful community together. All are welcome!! For more 
details, contact leader Sandra Kammann: skammann@aol.com  www.wethetemple.com 
 

Where: In the Sanctuary 

When: 2nd Sundays 6:30-7:30PM 

 

Meditation Opportunities   …   to suit everyone 

mailto:skammann@aol.com
http://www.wethetemple.com


 

 

 

Experience Taizé … Become Entranced by the Melodic 
Chanting and the Glow of Candlelight 4th Sundays 

       Taizé evokes a rich collective consciousness that joins with others around the world.  It is a 
prayer of peace.  It is characterized by simple songs and musical lines that are sung or chanted 
by the whole assembly of various nationalities, languages, and denominations. Participants im-
merse themselves in the simple yet profound harmonies allowing themselves to go more deeply 

into the meditative experience in the music offset by periods of silence and prayer. 

Where:   In the Sanctuary 

When:   6:30 PM every 4th Sunday 
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Life Visioning 
You are invited to join Rev Trish and others in Revealing  

God’s Highest Expression as Your Life … and ... 

How Spirit Desires to Express as Celebration Center! 

We use a Visioning Process similar to that used by Agape International 

First and Third Sundays—9:30 AM in the Sanctuary 

No experience needed … the Divine within knows exactly how to do it! 

 

 

 Every Third Sunday Practitioners Connee Chandler 
and Ed Preston Invite You to the Calm of Evensong 

 

     Evensong is a worship service spoken or sung at the onset of evening to mark the close of day 
with gratitude and to compose the mind and renew the spirit for the coming week.  Our  Evensong 
is a peaceful, relaxing combination of prayer, meditation and music. This precious gathering is 
serene … a coming together of Heaven on Earth and the Even Song’s endless fulfilling of the Di-
vine through the motion of the Universe. Give yourself a gift.  Set the tone and intention of every 

third week within peace, grace and God centered living. 

Where:   In the Sanctuary 

When:   6:30 PM every 3rd Sunday 

       Come prepared to be restored, renewed and revitalized within the loving experience. 



 

 

 

For other Centers of Spiritual Living,  

Teaching Chapters & Study Groups 

Go to:  www.csl.org 

Sterling Study Group 

First & Third Sundays  

Where:  Hampton Inn off Route 7 in Sterling, VA 

Info:  Connee Chandler, RScP (703)  406-3427        

 or website:  www.sterlingstudygroup.org,  
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Area Science of Mind Directory 
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 Center for Spiritual Living DC 
Sundays on Capitol Hill—11:00 AM 

Wednesdays in Takoma DC—8:00 PM 

www.CSLDC.org   

RevAlex@CSLDC.org  202-906-0754 

Anne Arundel-Maryland City Study Group   

When:  Alternate Thursdays 7:00 PM 

Where:  Maryland City Russet Library, Laurel, MD 

Info:  Tim Phares, RScP or Suzanne Delahaie, RScP                                     

(301) 498-2025 

 

Hampton Roads Center for Spiritual Living 
Sundays—10:30 AM 

 Virginia Wesleyan College,  
1584 Wesleyan Drive,  Norfolk, Va. 23502 

www.hamptonroadscsl.org 

 Rev. Ruth (757) 271-1552 ruth@ruthlittlejohn.com 

 

Stafford Study Group 

Wednesday Evening 7:00 PM  

Where:  Frank P. Moncure Masonic Lodge 

2001 Courthouse Rd, Stafford  VA 22554 

Info:  Rev. Faith Woods:  703-216-6601  

THE CELEBRATION SPOTLIGHT 

    Congruence is one of our guiding principles.  It is the state or quality of agreeing, coinciding, be-
ing in harmony. Our guiding principle relate to our individual integrity.  Individual congruency addresses 
whether our thoughts, words and deeds align with our spiritual tenets. For example, is our faith consistent 
and have we built beliefs that support us in living our faith, not just talking about it. 

When we are in harmony within ourselves, we open to the commonalities we share with other ex-
pressions of the Divine, positioning us to embrace all of creation in a rich full experience of Oneness.  
When I think about Oneness, the concept is interesting, intriguing, fascinating.  When I stop thinking and 
enter into a state of harmony within my being I have a numinous experience of Oneness.  I grasp insepara-
bility in ways far beyond my human ability to reason. I know with no need for authentication, I am one 
with Creation – all of it.  As I awaken to what I am and what my awakening calls me to be in the world, my 
understanding of Oneness and Harmony expand.  Having found harmony within myself, I now “get it!” … 
that harmony is mine to create in my relationship with my communities and my world.  The dance of har-
mony evokes my sense of responsibility for the wellbeing of all of creation.   

One of the “dangers” of thinking is that we are more easily influenced by the opinions of others and 
are more likely to give credence to past experiences that can limit our ability to be fully present in the 
present moment.  At all times, it is essential that we establish a consciousness equal to our desired experi-
ence, otherwise, it won’t be sustainable.  We must create it and maintain it without external evidence. 

Eric Butterworth in In the Flow of Life, stated, “There is a flow of harmony and love everywhere, 
whether you are aware of it or not, and whether you are consciously moving in it or not.  This is what the 
“omnipresence of God” means.  You do not leave the presence of God or the flow of life and love when you 
are negative or resistant.  You leave the consciousness of the Presence.  But you are in the flow and the 
flow is in you every moment in every experience.” 

So how are you to live in harmony? It is up to you to consciously engage in the dynamic interplay of 
inner and outer forces. Within you and around you a myriad of strong and subtle forces dance together in a 
movement of constant change.  You get to choose to observe, discern, lean into apparent chaos in utter 
faith that harmony is the natural result. You get to ride the turbulence, celebrating the way Life shows up 
and by your consciousness birth new, ever-expanding harmony.  

Namasté … Rev Trish 

http://www.sterlingstudygroup.org
http://www.CSLDC.org
mailto:RevAlex@CSLDC.org
mailto:ruth@ruthlittlejohn.com


 

 

Ministry, CORE & Team Leaders… 
We deeply and gratefully acknowledge the selfless service given by  

our CORE, Team and Ministry Leaders and Members 
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COREs, Teams              

and Ministries 
Coordinator Telephone Email 

CORE Council Janine Bilyeu 703-309-4067 Janine_38@hotmail.com 

   Enhanced Visibility Jenn Coken 303-859-9081 jcoken64@gmail.com 

   Opened Mind Bookstore    

   Tucker-Hill Library Suzanne Delahaie 301-498-2025 tbpsmd@cavtel.net 

 Vision CORE Rev Trish 703-677-7102 revtrish@cox.net 

 Stewardship CORE Rich Kurasiewicz 703-823-3826 rikivin@yahoo.com 

   Operations & Finance Duke Height 703-998-3092 Israel.height97@verizon.net 

   Loving Our Home Rick Kearney 916-799-6720 rkearney06@aol.com 

 Ecclesiastical CORE Rev. Trish Hall 703-677-7102 revtrish@cox.net 

   Practitioners Suzanne Delahaie 301-498-2025 tbpsmd@cavtel.net 

   Family Ministries    

   Music Ministry Amy Conley 703-671-1802 amidee01@aol.com 

   Educational Services Duke Height 703-998-3092 Israel.height97@verizon.net 

   Welcoming Team Melinda Erdberg 703-876-9693 lindae703@aol.com 

   Kitchen Angels       

   Special Events    

 Congregant Services CORE     

   Care Team Nancy Newman 703-409-2881 nnewman123@cox.net 

   Congregant Connections Frank Mitko 703-405-8384 Frank_mitko@verizon.net 

   Sacred Service Libby Hecker 703-580-0761 lib3by@verizon.net 

   LGBT and Friends    

   Men's Group Sam Jenkins 703-866-2478 ysmtysam@yahoo.com 
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 “The Sanctuary” 

2840 Graham Road, Falls Church, Virginia 22042 

Mailing Address and “The Loft” 

2830 Graham Rd #220, Falls Church, Virginia 22042 

Telephone: 703/560-2030  Fax 703/560-1261 

info@celebrationcenter.org  

www.celebrationcenter.org   

Serving the Washington, DC Metro Area since 1985, the Celebration Center is a multi-cultural, inter-generational 

Center that embraces and nurtures all people seeking personal growth and spiritual transformation.  We teach the  

transformative philosophy of Science of Mind and Spirit that empowers people to awaken to their own Divinity and that 

of all life.  We encourage everyone to expand their receptivity to an ever expanding experience of the Divine, since we 

know that “the limitless givingness of Spirit is available to all to the degree that they are open to receive”. 

Each Sunday, we offer an array of opportunities in which to immerse oneself in Spirit.  Our Celebration Service 

and our Family Ministries Programs for youngsters of all ages are at 11:00 AM .  We also have a 6:30 PM evening service. 

Throughout the week there are classes, discussion groups and activities to suit varied interests.   

To learn more about us, go to our website:  www.celebrationcenter.org. email our Community Spiritual Leader, Rev Trish 

Hall at revtrish@cox.net, call our offices at 703/560-2030 or come to services.  All are welcome here! 
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On Going …. in the “Loft” 
 

Sundays  
1:00 to 3:00 PM 

1st Sunday—Practitioners’ Meeting 
   

Tuesdays  
2nd & 4th Tuesdays 

Men’s Group 7:00-9:30 PM 
2nd Tuesdays 

Leadership Council 7:00 PM 

Wednesdays 
Silent Meditation 7:00 PM 

 

Wednesdays … in the Sanctuary 
Choir Rehearsal—7:30-9:00 PM  

 

Sunday Service Schedule  

11:00 AM Celebration Service 

 

6:30 PM Evening Service 

 -1st Sunday Tibetan Bowls/ 

   Meditation 

 -2nd Sunday-Embodied              

   Meditation & Healing Circle 

 -3rd  Sunday-Evensong 

 -4th  Sunday-Taizé 

 -5th  Sunday-Meditation/     

    Chanting

Calendar 

 

Celebration Center Staff 

Senior Minister 

Rev Trish Hall            703/677-7102 

Office Manager  

Duke Height, RScP Emeritus          

703/560-2030     

Music Director 

Amy Conley                703/298-3026 

Bookstore Team Manager  

Family Ministry 

THE CELEBRATION SPOTLIGHT 

Link to these booksellers through our  

website and 

generate    

commissions  

for our       

Center. 

http://www.celebrationcenter.org/
mailto:revtrish@cox.net

